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EXPLICIT SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF
EXACT LOOP TRANSFER RECOVERY
Per Sogaard-Andersen
Control Engineering Institute, Technical University of Denmark,
Building 424, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark.
The full-state feedback and observer gains
which achieves exact recovery of the loop trans-
fer are parameterized in terms of the system ze-
ros and the corresponding zero-directions. The
implications of exact recovery are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The method of loop transfer recovery (LTR) for
robust model-based compensation has received much
attention in recent years (see e.g. (1-6]).
The fundamental idea in LTR-design is to re-
cover a target feedback loop design with a suit-
able asymptotic design. The target feedback loop
could be a Kalman-filter design which satisfies
certain robustness constraints, and the recovery
design could be a certain "cheap" LQ full-state
design. The loop transfer of the entire loop will
approximate the target loop as the control weight
tends to zero, and in the limit recovery is
achieved completely.
Unfortunately this recovery-procedure results
in control gains that can become very large, and
the control system may be impractical [11].
To circumvent this potential problem one might
instead search for controllers that achieve exact
recovery of the loop transfer for controllers with
finite gains. Goodman [4] recently derived condi-
tions for exact recovery. However, the observers
and full-state controllers which achieve exact re-
covery were not found. In this short communication
an explicit solution to the problem of exact re-
covery is outlined. The solution provides a para-
meterization of the controllers which achieve ex-
act recovery. Further the implications of this
parameterization is discussed.
LOOP TRANSFER RECOVERY
In this note minimal and square systems S(A,B,
C) are considered. Let the number of inputs/out-
puts be m, the number of states n, and the number
of transmission zeros p. Such systems can be con-




G(s) is the plant transfer and H(s) is the con-
troller. K is the full-state feedback gain and F is
the observer gain.
The robustness of a feedback system can be ex-
pressed in terms of a suitable loop transfer matrix
[1]. Here the loop transfer for the plant output
node will be chosen. If the robustness objectives
are formulated as loop-shape constraints [1,8] on
the loop transfer, the WG/LTR methodology [1,3]
provides a mean for systematic robust design. In
this procedure the selection of F ensures that the
loop-shape is acceptable. This target-design [5] is
then recovered asymptotically with a "cheap" full-
state design.
The asymptotic design ensures that the differ-
ence between the target loop transfer and the ac-
tual loop transfer is reduced. To see this consider
the loop recovery error [4]:
E (s) = CM(s)F - G(s) E (s)
Goodman [4] has shown that:
E (s) = [I+c4(s)F][I+Mo (s)o 0
M (s) = C(sI-A+BK) F = 00
and that: T
n Cv.w. F
M (s) = Z 1 1
0 i-i s-Ai
(2)
] IM (s) = 0 iff (3)0
(4)
where vi and wiT are right and left eigenvectors as-
sociated with the eigenvalue A. of A-BK (A-BK is
non-defective).
Hence M(s) = 0 if:
TCv = 0 or w. F = 0 i=1,... ,n (5)
Since F is designed to satisfy the loop-shape
constraints the second condition in (5) is generi-
cally not satisfied. Hence K must be selected so
that Cv. = 0. However in [9] it is shown thatmax p
eigenvectors can satisfy this condition if the as-
sociated eigenvalues are equal to the transmission
zeros.
The remaining n-p conditions in (4,5) can there-
fore only be satisfied asymptotically by moving n-p
eigenvalues Ai towards infinity. If such a design
is not acceptable, the designer can instead search
for controllers that satisfy (4,5) apriori.
EXACT LOOP TRANSFER RECOVERY
The condition Cvi = 0 in (5) can be satisfied by
p vectors vi. From eigenstructure assignment (10) it
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is known that the eigenvectors vi are given by
vi = t(Xi)Bti , i=l,...,n (6)
T = [tl ..- tn] ,V =[vl 1... n]
and Xi * X(A). Here ti are free parameter vectors.
Cvi = C imply that
C4X(io)Btio = 0 (7)
This condition can be satisfied if Xio is a zero of
S(A,B,C) and ti E Ker(G(Xi0)). Hence K can be pa-
rameterized as ?6,10]
K = -TV1 (8)
ti =tic I Vi = vio , i= 11 *.* ,P
where Xi , ti (i=p+1, ... ,n) are free design para-
meters. If S(A,B,C) is minimum-phase the full-state
design can therefore be stabilizing.
The remaining n-p conditions in (5) must be sa-
tisfied by selecting F according to
wiTF = 0 , i=p+1, ... ,n (9)
If the eigenvector-matrix of A-BK is V, and W = V-1
eq. (9) imply
FT[w .w w ..w]-[£T o] (10)1. p p+t n -
With dim 2 - p x m but otherwise arbitrary. Now
F = V [0] = (V1.0- vp]Q = r(11)
With dimF - n x p. The vectors vl, ...* vp are the
p eigenvectors of A-BK which is constrained by (5).
Hence r is a matrix of fixed elements. Therefore
eq. (11) parameterizes the matrices F which achieve
exact recovery provided that K is selected accor-
ding to eq.(8).
IMPLICATIONS OF EXACT LOOP TRANSFER RECOVERY
In this section some consequences of exact reco-
very is discussed.
* The parameterization of the observer-gain implies
that F must be selected as an output feedback
controller, where Q is the free parameter para-
meter output feedback matrix. r is the equivalent
input matrix with p independent rows, and C is
the output matrix. For such a problem a =
min(n,m+p-1) eigenvalues can be assigned [7].
Since p 9 n-m , a = m+p-1 < n. Consequently all
of the observer-eigenvalues cannot be assigned
freelY, and no stability guarantees are available
as with the usual design-techniques.
Still further the simple loop-shape design rules
[5] cannot be invoked, since the LQG design con-
cepts do not apply here. Also note that CP = 0.
Therefore the "high" frequency loop-shape is
C(F -CAP/u2 (12)
In summary no systematic design rules for the F
selection for stability and loop-shape require-
ments is available.
* The selection of K is only constrained by eq. (8),
and the p fixed modes will become unobservable.
For minimum-phase systems stability can always be
achieved. The extra freedom in the K-selection
can be applied to satisfy secondary options.
e The applicability of exact recovery in loop-sha-
ping depends on p:
p = a - If p=O if follows that r=r=o.
O<p<m - Since rank(F)9pcm it follows that the
target loop-transfer is rank-defective.
Hence:
a[T0(jw) 3=0, C[s (jw) ]41 (13)
Here SO is the output sensitivity matrix
and To is the complementary output sensi-
tivity matrix. Obviously poor output sen-
sitivity and stability robustness for
plant output modelling errors is achieved
p . m - Here rank(F) 2 m and loop-shape procedu-
res can be applied without the limitati-
ons in (13).
* Dual results apply for the plant-input loop brea-
king point.
* When F and K are selected as in eqs. (9,11) the
loop recovery error Eo(jw) = 0 for all W. The re-
sulting compensator therefore depends on F as
H(s) = G(s)-lC4(s)F. The F and K selection impli-
es a compensator that inverts the plant in casca-
de with the loop-shape.
A further study of the structure of H(s) reveals
that the poles of H(s) are equal to the eigenva-
lues of A-BK, and that the n-p free eigenvalues
of A-BK are decoupling zeros of H(s) [4].
The results given here are derived for continuous
time systems. Similar results apply to discrete-
time systems. For such systems, however, asympto-
tic recovery (for finite sampling rate) is not
possible [4] when prediction estimators are ap-
plied, and consequently arbitrary loop-shaping is
not feasible. Therefore the exact recovery re-
sults given here may be of some interest in dis-
crete-time loop-shaping.
SUMMARIZING REMARKS
It is shown that exact recovery is possible when
the number of plant transmissions zeros is non-
zero. The price paid for this guarantee is that the
nice stability and loop-shape properties of the a-
symptotic recovery designs are lost. Instead new
methods for loop-shaping must be derived. Since a-
symptotic recovery is not possible in discrete-time
exact recovery seems to be most relevant in discre-
te-tine feedback synthesis.
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